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ExTENDED ABSTRACT
How and in what ways do practices create value? Conceptual 

blind spots persist when it comes to understanding how value creation 
operates through practices in consumer behavior (Schau, Muniz, and 
Arnould 2009; Shove and Pantzar 2005; Warde 2005). Specifically, 
various forms of consumer collectives are considered sites of value 
creation that matter both to consumers and marketers (Cova 1997; 
Giesler 2006; Kozinets 1999; Mathwick, Wiertz, and De Ruyter 
2008; Muniz and O’Guinn 2001), and this research suggests that it is 
through practices that they exert their value-creating effects (Schau 
et al. 2009). Because consumer researchers have equated practices 
with their performance, practice consumption and its role in value 
creation remains under-theorized. Addressing this theoretical gap, 
we conceptualize and empirically analyze the consumption dimen-
sion of practices through multi-method research conducted within an 
online gardening community. Thus, the aim of this project is to move 
beyond a purely performance-based theoretical ontology of practices 
and value creation to develop a framework that conceptualizes and 
integrates a consumption dimension into this theory.

Building on the conception of individuals as ‘carriers of prac-
tice’ (Reckwitz 2002) and practices as ‘carriers of value’ (Schau et al. 
2009), we propose that the source of value lies not only in the perfor-
mance of practices, but also in their consumption. This is particularly 
evident in the context of online community, where due to the archival 
and online setting, all practices that are performed are visible and in 
fact, consumers often perform them with an audience in mind. Thus, 
we argue that community practices must not only be performed, but 
also consumed in order to create value, that is, there are recipients or 
beneficiaries of practice performance. 

Prior research implicitly addresses the consumption of practic-
es, yet leaves it as an under-theorized element. We develop two fami-
lies of practices based on their transitivity (Hopper and Thompson 
1980): 1) socially intransitive practices in which the performance 
of a practice involves a non-human object; and 2) socially transitive 
practices in which the performance of a practice involves another hu-
man subject. The social transitivity of practices advances a definition 
of practice consumption. In order to develop our theorizations on the 
consumption of (community) practices, we use this conceptualiza-
tion to revisit and extend the community practice catalogue by Schau 
et al. (2009) and study it empirically in the context of a commercially 
owned online gardening community.

As most qualitative research done within the context of online 
communities builds on netnographic material, such research tends 
to overemphasize ‘on-stage’ performances within the community. 
Thus, studies that explicitly focus on a consumer-centric ‘backstage,’ 
and on the subjective experiences of performance and community 
membership are rare. Consequently, we gathered qualitative empiri-
cal material through a community member diary study.

The collection of quantitative measures of practices is one of 
the key components of this study. The majority of brand and con-
sumption community research in CCT is based on qualitative data. 
In this study, quantitative data was obtained through an online survey 
based on Schau et al.’s (2009) catalogue of community practices. 
We developed scales measuring respondents’ subjective perception 
of how much s/he performs each practice, directly consumes each 

socially transitive practice, and vicariously consumes each socially 
intransitive practice.

Our preliminary analysis of qualitative data reveals that com-
munity practices do not create value simply through performance 
but that their consumption matters to consumers in negotiating com-
munity membership, community attachment, and value creation. 
Furthermore, our findings demonstrate that there is a systematic 
relationship between the performance and consumption of certain 
community practices, which is embedded in a system of generalized 
reciprocity (Giesler 2006; Sahlins 1972) and accumulated cultural 
capital (Bourdieu 1986).

Our preliminary analysis of quantitative data adds precision to 
the assertion that practices create value in online communities. Our 
findings support the claim that in most cases, performing a practice is 
perceived as distinct and different from consuming the practice, and 
that each creates different types of value. For example, consuming em-
pathizing, which in our context involves getting answers to gardening 
related questions, leads to heightened perceptions of the usefulness of 
the online community as an information resource. Performing empa-
thizing, answering a gardening question, on the other hand, does not 
have an impact on the perceived use value, but leads to heightened 
perceptions of social recognition. This fine-grained understanding of 
how practices create value should be useful not only for community 
management, but is also conducive to further development of a prac-
tice theoretical ontology of community. Thus, blurring the distinction 
between consumption and production (e.g. Firat and Venkatesh 1995) 
does not efface differences in effects from a practice theoretical angle.
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